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Yields up as US inflation soars 

Our earlier suspicion that recent ANZ NZ business outlook figures had looked too good to be true were partly vindicated 
after yesterday’s preliminary November survey showed a cooling in firms’ own activity (15.6), investment (11.6) and profit 
intentions (-8.9), with Auckland net balances generally weaker than those for the rest of the country. Firms would like to 
employ more staff (employment intentions rose to +16.1) but likely can’t find them. Pricing intentions (64.6) and cost 
expectations (89) remained in the stratosphere with inflation expectations hitting a record high (4.33%). We know that the 
economy was strong heading into the lockdown, but more of the subsequent dynamics have been consistent with more 
end-of-cycle behaviour. Considering their sharp increases of late, NZ yields could be due for a pullback. More than 225bp 
of OCR hikes are now priced in by mid-2023, a 100bp jump compared to a month ago.  

Markets were cagey, with Treasury yields rising leading up to the US CPI print. This caution looked to be warranted, with 
stronger than expected prints for headline (0.9% mom, 6.2% yoy) and core inflation (0.6% mom, 4.6% yoy). Despite US 
Treasury Secretary Yellen and FOMC policymaker Daly yesterday reiterating their “inflation is transitory” view, but markets 
appear increasingly to view the FOMC as being behind the curve and needing to tighten policy pronto.  

Market action post US CPI has been sizeable. We have seen a further increase in Treasury yields across the curve (10Y 
1.55%), the bringing forward of FOMC rate expectations (a 25bp hike is now fully priced in by July 2022, with 50bp of hikes 
over 2022), higher US breakeven inflation readings (up to 2.70% for 10-years ahead), and a jump in the USD that has 
largely stuck. US equity indices have been volatile but have remained below CPI release levels.  

Prior to the US CPI release, US and European equities had been on the rise, given generally supportive corporate news 
with more buying on dips lifting Tesla shares. European equities had closed higher, with European government bond yields 
rising post US CPI. The NZ rates market was quiet, with a late session lift in swap rates at the belly of the curve looking to 
be related to mortgage fixing. Australian bond yields were lower across the curve, following equities lower.  

The stronger USD, increasing US oil stockpiles and reduced concerns of a winter shortage for natural gas pushed energy 
prices lower. Near-term contract prices for Brent and WTI were down 2-3% but remained in the low USD80 per barrel 
range. Iron ore prices have stopped their earlier slide as Chinese policy makers had sought to reign in demand for metals, 
but prices were still more than 40% lower since the start of the year. Whole milk powder prices have recently cleared 
USD4,000 per metric tonne, a 26% gain over 2021. Prices for inflation hedges (gold and Bitcoin) rose. 

Chinese equities briefly dipped after Chinese CPI inflation rose to 1.5% yoy (mkt: 1.4% yoy), with higher commodity prices 
(coal and energy) seeing producer price inflation accelerate to a 26-year high 13.5% yoy (mkt: 12.3% yoy). Our CBA 
colleagues expect the People’s Bank of China will maintain a mild easing bias, including 50bps of cuts to the required 
reserve ratio by the end of the year.  

Other data remained on an improving trend. US jobless claims were a touch higher than expected, but initial (267k) and 
continuing claims (2,160k) were at (or close to) March 2020 lows as the US labour market recovery continued. Australian 
October consumer confidence (105.3) replicated the improvement earlier reported in business sector gauges, with 
confidence in NSW up as restrictions were lifted. Also reported were signs of renewed rehiring in Australian payrolls (up 
1.3% in the 2 weeks to October). 

FX Update: USD strength remained the predominant currency theme overnight with the greenback towards the top of the 
G10 leader board. The NZD was one of the weaker performers and fell below 71 US cents to be currently trading in the 
lower part of its 0.7065 to 0.7125 USD range. Wide interest rate differentials in favour of NZ have helped keep the NZD 
afloat, with the kiwi down a fraction to 0.9630 AUD. 

Day Ahead: REINZ October housing data (9am) are expected to depict a generally tight market, with an Auckland vs. Rest 
of NZ divide apparent for sales activity. Conditions are in place that will bring the market to a more even keel and rapidly 
slow house price momentum to a crawl. This is followed by October food prices (10:45am). The weekly $500m tender of 
the 2026, 2031 and 2037 NZ Government bonds should attract decent demand for the shorter tenors, but the 2037 could 
struggle. Across the ditch is the highly-awaited October employment report, with rising workforce participation expected 
to tick up the unemployment rate to 4.8%, with a 50k gain in employment. Swings of late have been huge. Q3 UK GDP 
(mkt: 1.5% qoq) and September monthly activity prints are out, along with some BoE and ECB speeches. It will be a quiet 
US session, with no major data or Fed speakers scheduled tonight.  Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.7077 -0.7% NZD/SEK 6.155 0.8% NZX WMP 4150.0 1.2% Dow 36179 -0.4%

NZD/AUD 0.9635 -0.3% NZD/DKK 4.581 0.2% Gold $/o 1845.0 0.7% S&P 500 4657 -0.5%

NZD/EUR 0.6160 0.2% NZD/THB 23.2 -0.5% WTI Oil $/b 81.8 -2.8% NASDAQ 15714 -1.1%

NZD/JPY 80.63 0.3% AUD/USD 0.7345 -0.4% Money Market (%) FTSE 7340 0.9%

NZD/GBP 0.5272 0.3% EUR/USD 1.149 -0.9% 90 Day BB 0.83 0.00 CAC-40 7045 0.0%

NZD/CAD 0.8831 0.4% USD/JPY 113.9 0.9% OCR 0.50 0.00 DAX 16068 0.2%

NZD/CHF 0.6497 0.1% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 24996 0.7%

NZD/HKD 5.514 -0.7% NZ 2.56 -0.02 1yr 1.62 0.03 Nikkei 29107 -0.6%

NZD/SGD 0.9573 -0.3% US 1.55 0.12 2yr 2.21 0.02 ASX200 7424 -0.1%

NZD/CNH 4.529 0.2% Aust 1.74 -0.05 5yr 2.60 0.01 NZX50 13022 0.0%
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      Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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